
Among the most contentious issues considered by the ISSGC are those surrounding the 
questions of how to recover smart grid costs equitably and from whom. At the core of this 
contention lie the questions of what smart grid is and whether smart grid investments are 
different from other utility investments in ways that require special ratemaking treatment. No 
consensus definition has emerged that would enable an immediate and objective determination 
of whether a particular technology investment is a smart grid investment, or whether such an 
investment would differ significantly from other types of utility investment. Some stakeholders 
view smart grid as largely an acceleration of investments routinely undertaken as part ongoing 
grid modernization. Other stakeholders maintain that smart grid investments have 
characteristics that differentiate them from traditional utility investments that are made to 
expand, maintain and upgrade the electricity delivery system in ways that pose new regulatory 
challenges, such as: 

0 Smart grid technologies entail a higher level of uncertainty as to how they will function 
over time and how they will affect system operations, costs, and customer behavior. 
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’a Many of the potential smart grid benefits do not accrue to the utility or through the utility 
to its ratepayers, or may not be sufficient to justify an extensive deployment based on an 
internal utility business case. In addition, there is concern among a number of 
stakeholders that customer, third party and societal benefits that may be used to justify 
investments may be difficult to predict, quantify, measure, and monetize. Further, some 
stakeholders have expressed concern that unilateral utility deployment will not assure 
the selection of technologies that will maximize potential benefits for customers, third 
parties or society. 

’a Smart grid deployment may entail high initial costs, while the anticipated customer, 
utility, third party and societal benefits that may justify such investments may be difficult 
to predict, quantify, measure and monetize, and may develop over an extended period of 
time. 

’a Depending on the utility investment plan and the choices made by individual consumers, 
some potential smart grid benefits may not be directly experienced by some customer 
groups or individuals. 

’a Smart grid investments by a utility are not currently mandatory unless they are needed to 
provide safe, adequate, and reliable service. 

Whether smart grid investments are deemed to be different from ordinary utility investments or 
not, acceleration of smart grid spending may present financial burdens for utilities, depending on 
the size, scope, and scale of such investments. For ratepayers, the pace of acceleration and 
scope of deployment may present an additional set of risks, such as whether the predicted 
benefits can be captured for ratepayers in a reasonable timeframe. 

Without consensus on the existence of differentiating characteristics, stakeholders were unable 
to come to consensus on whether non-traditional recovery of any or all smart grid costs is 
appropriate or necessary. (Note: Non-traditional recovery was defined for Collaborative 
discussion purposes as anything other than recovery of costs in the context of a general rate 
case.) 

All stakeholders agree that regulators should carefully consider the effects of proposed smart 
grid cost recovery policies on the allocation of risks between utilities and customers associated 
with these investments. For example, under the traditional regulatory framework, in which a 
utility decides which investments to make, acquires and deploys capital, and subsequently 
seeks recovery of costs through a general rate case, the utility bears the primary risks 
associated with the investment. For the utility, identified risks discussed by the Collaborative 
include [Note: the examples listed are not intended to be legal definitions]: 

’a “Prudence disallowance”; for example, for having made a poor investment decision, or 
for retiring functional assets before they have been fully depreciated; 

> “Used and useful disallowance”; for example, for installing equipment that does not 
provide all the benefits that were predicted; 
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P “Reasonableness disallowance”; for example, for excessive costs that could have been 
foreseen or ameliorated by utility action; 

3 “Regulatory lag”; for example, earnings shortfall due to lower than anticipated revenues 
or higher than anticipated operational costs between rate cases. 

These regulatory risks provide incentive for utilities to operate efficiently and to make cost- 
effective investments in equipment needed to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electricity 
delivery services. Exposure to these risks diminishes the likelihood of a utility undertaking 
discretionary smart grid investments, particularly in light of certain of the characteristics of smart 
grid investment described above, unless certain of these risks are addressed at the outset. 
Moreover, exposure to such risks may encourage conservative investments that do not 
necessarily maximize the potential benefits for customers, third parties or society. On the other 
hand, the traditional utility investment and rate setting model has not been intended to capture 
the societal and customer-side benefits or costs of utility decision-making. Whether the trade- 
offs associated with smart grid justify different treatment is a significant issue for the 
Commission to address. 

9 

3 

P 
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Stakeholders also discussed potential methods of non-traditional smart grid cost 
recovery through various funding and cost-tracking mechanisms. Some stakeholders 
expressed concerns that certain cost recovery mechanisms have the effect of 
transferring many of the risks identified above to customers. With costs recovered in a 
non-traditional manner, for example in a “cost-tracking rider,” some stakeholders believe 
that customers may be exposed to the following new risks: 

Smart grid costs billed to customers immediately or in advance, and without prior full 
examination and regulatory approval ; 

Diminished incentives for utility cost minimization (the flip side of regulatory lag); 

Reduced economic discipline on the utility’s investment decisions because shareholder 
investment is not at risk; 

Costs billed to customers without engendered operational savings simultaneously 
reflected on monthly bills; 

Projected customer savings and other eventual benefits not materializing; 

Utility investment priorities and management focus shifted from routine Operations and 
Maintenance to rider-eligible investments; and 

Non-utility parties having the burden of quickly conducting complex engineering reviews 
in time-limited regulatory proceedings. 

However, some stakeholders believe that recovery mechanisms outside of traditional rate cases 
can be designed in a manner that addresses these concerns. 
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Certain customer risks exist regardless of cost recovery method, such as costs billed to 
customers prior to the realization of electricity procurement and pricing benefits that depend on 
full implementation of future pricing programs or other investments. 

Stakeholders discussed the basic arguments for smart grid cost recovery through either a non- 
traditional mechanism such as a cost-tracking rider or a traditional general rate case. These 
viewpoints can be summarized as follows: 

1. Smart grid investments may be large and, 
if so, base rate treatment may strain cash 
flow and could deny cost recovery due to 
the operation of regulatory lag. 

2. Smart grid investment must compete with 
other investment priorities when capital is 
I i m ited. 

3. Utilities face more risk if recovery of smart 
grid investment is not assured, which 
could raise the cost of capital faced by the 
utilities and ultimately paid by customers. 

4. Some smart grid benefits may flow largely 
to customers and society, not utilities, so 
customers should bear some initial costs 
and risks. 

5. Unless a smart grid investment is needed 
to provide safe, adequate and reliable 
service, it is discretionary, and absent a 
rider such investment may occur more 
slowly, if at all. 

1. Base rate recovery, including incentives 
stemming from regulatory lag, promotes 
efficiency and cost-minimization and may 
reduce the likelihood of future stranded 
costs. 

2. Smart grid investments are not easily 
differentiable; therefore, many routine 
technology upgrades could be presented 
as warranting rider treatment. 

3. Base rate treatment preserves test year 
matching of expenses and income, which 
is needed to prevent excessive rates. 

4. A rider allows operational and tax savings 
stemming from ratepayer-funded 
investment to be retained by the utility, 
potentially leading to excessive earnings 
and rates until the next general rate case. 

5. Smart grid investment does not pass the 
“big, volatile, and beyond utility control” 
tests historically used to justify riders. 

Stakeholders spent many hours discussing the cogent arguments in both columns. In the 
collaborative process, stakeholders were not able to reconcile these “polar” positions to reach 
common ground on a smart grid cost recovery framework that would address the legitimate 
concerns of both sides. However, the ISSGC considered a variety of approaches to smart grid 
cost recovery that might address some of the concerns and potentially share some of the risks 
outlined above. The alternatives discussed by the Collaborative included (in no particular order): 

P Use of future test year rate cases; 

P Use of a deferral account to accrue smart grid costs for future recovery; 
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Multiple test year ratemaking period; 

Modification of rate case rules to amortize lumpy smart grid investments over long 
periods; 

Split cost recovery between rider and base rates; 

Costs recovered through a rider offset by projected savings; and 

Performance-based recovery of smart grid costs, with utility penalties and rewards 
associated with certain benchmarks such as cost savings and other benefits 
achievement. 

Stakeholders noted that some of these alternatives might require changes in rule or law, or at 
least require agreement between a utility, regulators, and other stakeholders. Stakeholders 
discussed as well the possibility that some of them could potentially be combined as 
components of an overall smart grid cost recovery framework. 

To that end, stakeholders discussed the overarching goal for equitable smart grid cost recovery 
policy: to assure that smart grid investments are undertaken when beneficial to customers, 
costs are disciplined, customers are protected and treated fairly, and the utility is provided a 
reasonable opportunity to recover its legally recoverable costs. While there is no agreement 
about how to achieve this outcome, stakeholders have agreed on a list of key questions that 
should be considered by the Commission in a thorough examination of relevant issues. For the 
purpose of raising these cost recovery and cost allocation issues, the questions assume that the 
Commission has already found that the smart grid investment is prudent, passes applicable 
cost-benefit test(s), and is consistent with other policies, or that the investment is needed in the 
provision of adequate, reliable and least cost delivery service. The following questions are 
organized into subject matter categories. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Are smart grid investments discretionary for a utility? Should the ICC determine whether 
any or all smart grid investments are part of a utility’s obligation to provide reasonable, 
reliable, and least cost service? If so, what effect would such a determination have on 
deployment timing, pace, costs, and benefits? 

Are smart grid investments fundamentally different from other utility investments in ways 
that make “non-traditional” recovery of all or a portion of the costs of these investments 
more appropriate than “traditional” recovery (wherein cost recovery begins after reflection 
of capital investments and test year O&M expenses in revenue requirements)? If so, what 
effect would such “non-traditional” treatment have on deployment timing, pace, costs and 
benefits? 

If smart grid investments need to be differentiated for the purpose of cost recovery, how 
can the ICC objectively distinguish smart grid investments from other utility investments? 

_---___ -- __I._-_ ________ 
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4. Should the costs (including both capital investments and O&M expenses) of all smart grid 
investments be recovered in the same manner? Or do differences among smart grid 
investments make it appropriate to employ varying cost recovery methods? 

5. If all smart grid investments are not recovered identically, 

a. Should smart grid investments that enable utility operational cost savings be 
treated differently from those that do not? 

b. Should smart grid investments that produce immediate and measurable benefits be 
treated differently from those that have longer term and/or more speculative 
benefits? 

c. Should smart grid investments of a certain magnitude be treated differently from 
lesser investments? 

d. Should smart grid investments that produce substantially greater benefits through 
acceleration be treated differently from investment involving routine upgrade or 
replacement benefits? 

6. Should the fact that certain smart grid investments enable some utility operational cost 
savings that are automatically captured through a rider mechanism (e.g., changes in 
uncollectibles expense), and others that are not so captured, be a factor in the selection of 
cost recovery mechanisms or the scope of recovery under such mechanisms? 

Investments 
7. Who should bear what risks for recovery of smart grid costs? 

a. Should the prudence of the decision to undertake the investment be determined 
prior to a smart grid technology deployment, absolving the utility of this risk? Or 
should utilities unilaterally make initial decisions regarding smart grid investments 
as they do for most other investments? 

b. Who should bear the risk of costs that exceed projections? To what degree? 

c. Who should bear the risk of benefits that fall short of projections? To what degree? 

d. Who should bear the risk of smart grid equipment that fails to function fully as 
represented? 

e. Who should bear the risk of stranded assets? 

- ___- 
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8. Would a given smart grid cost recovery method alter the risk profile of the utility in such a 
way as to change its cost of capital? If smart grid costs are recovered outside of a general 
rate case, should the cost of capital for smart grid investments be calculated separately 
from the overall rate of return authorized in the utility’s last rate case? Is the cost of capital 
for the utility as a whole affected by different treatment for smart grid investments? 

9. Would use of a single year or multi-year future test period in the context of a traditional 
rate case be feasible and/or beneficial for smart grid investments? What would be the 
legal and regulatory policy challenges to such an approach? 

10. Does the nature of smart grid investments make it appropriate to employ deferred cost 
recovery methods such as AFUDC36 and/or CWIP3’? 

a. If so, would changes in law and/or rules be required? 

b. Would use of such a cost recovery method result in more frequent rate case filings? 
Should that possibility be a factor in considering whether or not to adopt the 
procedure? 

11. If a utility requests non-traditional cost recovery, should it be required to show that it is 
financially unable to make a proposed smart grid investment absent such treatment? 

12. Would it be feasible, practical, possible and appropriate to split recovery of smart grid 
costs using an overall formula, such as X% in base rates and Y% in a cost-tracking rider, 
or $X through one method and amounts above $X through another method? What would 
be the implications of such an approach on findings of prudency, just and reasonable 
rates, reasonable expenses and other issues? 

13. Assuming a non-traditional cost recovery method is proposed, are performance-based rate 
mechanisms (PBR) potentially appropriate for smart grid investment; i.e., can they be 
designed to align the interests of utilities and customers? 

a. How would development and implementation of such a plan be affected by 
Section 9-244 of the Public Utilities Act? 

b. Should performance-based mechanisms be based on the cost/benefit categories 
proposed as justification for the investment? 

c. What process should be used to set performance benchmarks? 

36 Allowance for Funds Used During Construction 
37 Construction Work In Progress 
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d, Should continuance of non-traditional cost recovery be tied to achievement of 
benefits or meeting certain benchmarks? 

e. What standards or metrics would be appropriate and productive to employ? For 
example: 

i. operational cost savings 

ii. capital budget cost containment 

iii. deployment milestones 

iv. measurable customer usage reductions, as measured by effect on 
customer bills 

v. measurable customer peak reductions, as measured by effect on 
customer bills 

vi. participation rates in smart grid programs 

vii. measurable wholesale market effects 

viii. measurable retail supply price effects for different customer groups in 
Illinois 

ix. measurable service quality indicators 

x. measurable effect on projected societal benefits (if any) 

f. Should a performance-based plan be symmetrical; Le., should it penalize the 
utility if benchmarks are not met, and provide the utility an opportunity for higher 
earnings if benchmarks are exceeded? For how long should penalties and 
rewards accrue? 

14. What would be the process and scope of ongoing regulatory review of performance, costs 
and benefits associated with any smart grid investment subject to non-traditional 
recovery? 

15. What regulatory oversight measures can assure that the utility gives priority to reliability 
and adequate service investments, other non-discretionary system upgrades, and general 
operations and maintenance, if the cost recovery mechanism makes smart grid 
investments more economically attractive to the utility? 
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16. If non-traditional cost recovery mechanisms are employed to recover the “smart grid” 
portion of utility infrastructure investment, should these costs be identified separately on 
customer bills? 

17. Assuming a cost-tracking mechanism is employed, should any rider recovery of smart grid 
investments be offset by: 

g. Business-as-usual amounts already recovered in base rates for similar 
equipment? 

h. Projected net O&M savings from the investments? 

i. A percentage of each investment, to be addressed in the next rate case? 

18. What kind of limits, if any, should be placed on smart grid cost recovery amounts to protect 
ratepayers from experiencing high net increases in their individual electric bills? 

19. What new burdens would a non-traditional cost recovery regime place on ICC Staff, 
intervenors, and utilities? What would be the magnitude of any such resource burdens? 
Assuming a non-traditional cost recovery method is proposed, how could regulatory 
proceedings involving smart grid investments be structured and timed so as to give parties 
an opportunity to fully address these issues and provide the commission with an optimal 
record on which to base its order? 

20. What performance metrics, if any, should be established to track utility and consumer 
benefits? 

es 
In addition to determining the manner and means for recovering smart grid costs, the ICC 
ultimately must also decide how to allocate costs among customer classes (interclass cost 
allocation), and among customers within classes (intraclass rate design). Also, because some 
beneficiaries of smart grid applications may not be jurisdictional customers, some 
stakeholders argue that cost allocation must have a wider scope. Cost causation has been a 
primary driver of past regulatory cost allocation policies for jurisdictional customers. The 
following general questions with regard to cost allocation should not be considered 
exhaustive. 

21. Should smart grid cost allocation be based on the same principles of cost causation used for 
other utility costs? 

22. Should the Commission use benefits received as a surrogate for costs caused in allocating 
smart grid costs to customers? Is allocating a cost to those benefited by it different from 
current determinations of cost causation? 

____ _ _ _ - - ~ - -  -___ 
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23. Are there any changes in law required to allocate costs on principles other than cost 
causation, if the Commission were to find that appropriate? 

24. If the Commission were to allocate costs based on benefits received, should smart grid 
costs be allocated for recovery based only on the benefits quantified to justify the 
investment, or should all projected smart grid benefits be included? If all benefits are 
included, how could costs associated with non-quantifiable benefits be allocated to ensure 
that recovery levels are commensurate with benefits? 

25. Should costs be allocated to customers who do not benefit from some or all utility smart grid 
investment, or who have taken measures at their own cost to achieve the same or similar 
benefits? 

26. Can the Commission allocate any costs to non-jurisdictional entities? How would such 
allocation affect cost recovery? 

27. If costs are allocated to non-jurisdictional entities, what measures can ensure that any 
revenues received by the utility from non-jurisdictional entities are appropriate in level and 
properly reflected in jurisdictional customer rates? Should the ICC require that utilities file 
tariffs specifying fees for non-jurisdictional parties’ use of or access to utility infrastructure? 
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